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TABLETOP SYSTEMS
EASYWALLSOLUTIONS

The EasyWall folding panel display 
system is one of the most economical & 
practical products on the portable display 
market. Its simplicity of design, ease of 
use, and lightweight construction blend 
good looks and versatility into one 
complete yet powerful package. EasyWall 
displays your graphics on panels finished 
with Velcro® compatible fabric. Choose 
from a selection of quality fabric colours 
for a custom branded display.

THE SIMPLE YET 
VERSATILE TABLE 
TOP DISPLAY
SOLUTION

EasyWall displays your graphics on panels finished 
with Velcro® compatible fabric

Transport and store EasyWall within the optional 
nylon carry bag

View this product in our showroom.
Call or email us for more info and pricing.

• Lightweight & portable; packs flat within  
a nylon carry bag

• No complicated parts or specialized tools 
required for set-up

• Velcro® compatible fabric on both sides 
for double-sided display

• Stackable design allows for changing 
between tabletop and floor standing 
configurations

FEATURES

PORTABLE
EasyWall is ultra-lightweight and packs flat making it easy to take with you anywhere. 
The padded nylon carry bag is great for local travel, while an optional roto-molded hard 
case ensures that your display is well protected for shipping.

ECONOMICAL
The EasyWall folding panel display has no complicated parts, specialized tools or 
intensive fabrication requirements. This allows manufacturing and material costs to be 
kept to an absolute minimum, saving you money.

VERSATILE
With Velcro® hook & loop receptive fabric on both sides, EasyWall is reversible and 
allows you to install your graphics quickly and easily. Change between floorstand and 
tabletop displays by simply adding or removing panel sections.
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Multiple panel sizes and configurations available to suit your display requirements.
CONFIGURATIONS

Velcro® compatible display fabrics offered in two textures and multiple colours.
FABRIC COLOURS

EasyWall 2001 (3 Panel) EasyWall 2401 (3 Panel) EasyWall 2801 (3 Panel) EasyWall 2802 (3 Panel w/ Header)

EasyWall 2201 (4 Panel) EasyWall 2202 (4 Panel w/ Header)

R01 Lava R02 Steel R03 Charcoal R04 Monarch R06 Indigo R11 Electric Red

R12 Nebula R15 Cinder R28 Persian Blue R29 Beach R30 Maroon R31 Eco Green

PREMIER | RIBBED EXHIBIT & DISPLAY FABRICS

R01 Carbon R02 Chrome R03 Storm R04 Sapphire R11 Chilli Pepper R28 Azure Blue

REGAL | SMOOTH EXIHIBIT & DISPLAY FABRICS


